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New era brings Euromip expansion
Since the acquisition made by Jean-Philippe Louis on 11th May
2018, Euromip, MPE’s Silver distribution partner in France, has
enjoyed a period of sustained growth. As a result and in line with
its deﬁned strategy, Euromip has recently expanded its team and
moved to a much larger, purpose-built facility.
Having represented MPE within France for over 15 years,
Euromip’s promotion of MPE’s wide portfolio of ﬁlter products
has always been based on an excellent technical capability and
support of its customer base. Further strengthening this technical
capability, in November 2018 Euromip expanded its team with the
appointment of Yann Baillergeau as Technical Manager. Having
previously been technical manager at Sunon, Yann has vast
experience of high-technology product supply to a wide variety
of applications.
This appointment was swiftly followed by the expansion of
Euromip’s sales, administration and logistics functions, with Axelle
Biteau joining in April 2019 as a Sales Administration Assistant,
Andreas Rudel coming on board as Sales Director in May 2019,
and Patrick Mendes joining in August 2019. These appointments
add great strength to the Euromip team and afford customers
even greater pre- and post-sales support going forward.
The appointments made represent an important addition of skills
and experience to the Euromip team and, led by its President,
Jean-Philippe Louis, are a clear demonstration of Euromip’s
commitment to its company strategy and support of MPE’s
market-leading product designs within France.
Following a period of detailed planning, on 13th September
Euromip moved to a new facility at 16/18 Avenue Morane
Saulnier, Vélizy, Paris. This new facility includes expanded ofﬁce
and warehouse facilities as pictured here, as well as offering
excellent transport links in to and out of Paris. The expanded
space is 50% larger than Euromip’s previous facility and has also
been designed to accommodate and support Euromip’s future
growth plans.
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In recent months Euromip and MPE have worked closely to
design, manufacture and supply a number of new bespoke
designs for a military communications shelter application and,
with several new designs also in the pipeline, sales within France
look set to increase further during 2020.

